CCCM CLUSTER SAG MEETING
Date & Time

:

Monday, 4 Oct 2021 – At 9:30:00 until 12:00 PM.

Marco Rotunno
Attendees

:

Walid Al-Hashedi

Petra Petrova
Younes Ghanem
Buthaina ZAID
Yaser dawoud

Jamal Bahaj
Irina shmakova
Filipa Coutinho
Afrah Al-Ogaili
AGENDA POINTS
Action points from last SAG meeting (23/08):
-

The National cluster conducted a mission to Hajjah and Ibb recently, and a summary outputs can
be available.

-

For the global minimum standard capacity building workshop, it is being planned to happen soon.

-

For the PIN methodology Update, we are in contact with the RMM and the DRM teams to
differentiate between figures of IDPs in site and out with in their survey.

-

The cluster is finalizing a template for the RES.

-

For the Muhamasheen subject – many comments were received from different cluster partners
which were shared with the protection cluster

-

A workshop is to be held in the north for the local authorities on the CCCM Mandate, Roles and
Responsibilities and cluster strategies. Sag members are encouraged to attend as well.

-

Updates on the PPAs – Not yet

Update on coordination structure & composition of the SAG (representation from IRG, other
clusters):
-

Two updates on the coordination structure, Mr Marco is leaving the cluster by the end of this month
and would be replaced by Mr Gabriel who would arrive next week, Also Mr. Anand is joining as a
tri-cluster Information Management Officer and would be joining the SAG to provide strategical
advices.

-

On the composition of the SAG – as discussed, we are about to have a CCCM Cluster member of
the IRG area, and could be joining our next meeting

-

we discussed with the WASH Cluster teams if we can have a technical observer joining our SAG to
discuss Wash gaps and concerns.

ACTION
POINTS

Update on YHF SA2
-

for the 2nd Allocation – as we are currently working on missions jointly with OCHA, the visit of HPC
showed that the IDPs site situation is too bad, big part of the spotlight was on the food and famine
and displaced people, and suggested humanitarian response to be site prioritized oriented, and
also durable solution – other clusters would be relying on the CCCCM Cluster IDP Sites list for the
upcoming HNO

-

Many gaps were Identified in newly visited areas. For example Alhazm district wasn’t cacheable
before, but with the recent identified gaps all NGOs are having survey scan for the gaps.
such newly identified in areas (Taizz, Hodaydah,Aljawf, shabwa,Marib) would be prioritized in the
upcoming 2022 HNO/YHF allocation exercises.

-

For the 2nd Allocation: we will be proceeding on the same targeted locations, Partners should prove
they can have inter-cluster projects/response in the same sites. Budget would be less than the 1st
allocation, one of the 2 priorities is CCCM.

Inter-cluster updates (WASH, FSAC, HLP)
-

In discussion with wash cluster – integrated response- area-based coordinators – wash is more
aware of the need to prioritize sites needs and they wish to strength the two clusters response, and
we would work on the wash gaps in more integrated manner, and for us again we could
correspond as a last resort mini support if needed, we are working now on an integrated gaps
analysis and we would have a meeting the wash cluster doners soon

-

In contact with the FSAC and the consortium, situation alert issues will be revised to advocate for
the situation with the food cluster as well as trying to find the best way for the cluster to address
those issues.

-

We are going to have a HLP expert as a support from the Global cluster, we might have a
dedicated HLP taskforce for the cluster by the end of this year or coming year, wash would be
much involved for faster response on eviction threats.

Site monitoring and site verification exercises
-

A discussion meeting on the site monitoring would be conducted tomorrow, please share any
concerns and points for discussion on what is realistic or not

-

We are having a sites GPS verification exercise with help of reach, as the current GPS data are
need has errors and needs improvement, and this exercise could give us a better chance to have
future analysis (for example the flooding susceptibility). reach would share materials and
instructions on how this exercise would be conducted, data would be shared with the
corresponded partners in baches, we will stay see with reach if we can have it as a regular data
cleaning.

-

Working on better communicate and advocacy was discussed, for example, currently for the
flooding response, a site would be selected in Alhudayda Hub for creating a time-laps video to
show the impact of the response happened in the site.

AoB
-

DRC pleased to announce that in line with global strategy and capacity building, DRC lunched
CCCM modality project for civil society local actors, cccm presence engaged in discussion with
SCMCHA they extended their support to be engaged in this exercise, this would help on lunching
highlighting on the cluster support, it remains a pilot exercise, as the lack of CCCM actors was a
challenge in the north and similar in the west coast, we are planning to finalize the process with in
2 month.

::: END OF MINUTES ::
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